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Unforgettable
AN UNFORGETTABLE AFTER-GRAD takes the
guesswork out of planning and operating one of the most
important events in a graduation year - the all-night
graduation party. Combining her many years of corporate
event planning along with her desire to keep her own
three teen graduates safe, Linda Hunter has developed an
easy-to-understand and easy-to-use guidebook for
volunteer committees to produce a successful and
memorable After-Grad event. Designed for committee use,
this practical guide provides a step-by-step, month-byPage 1/50
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month approach, breaking down the almost year long
process into a straightforward, uncomplicated and
manageable project. Based on a systematic approach, this
book includes: inspiration, along with tried and true ideas
to help you design your own unforgettable event specific
instructions and directions for each committee,
eliminating planning guesswork a convenient monthly
calendar of 'action items' to keep your committee on time
and on track 26 essential, adaptable, easy-to-use, forms to
make planning faster and easier. RAVE REVIEWS
"Finally there is help for those parent committees
struggling with the organizing of their school's dry grad. I
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have worked with hundreds of grads over the past 25
years and seen the success and importance of celebrating
the once-in-a-lifetime graduation in a safe and organized
environment. Linda Hunter's book is what every grad
committee needs - easy to use and comprehensive. Get it,
you'll use it and you'll be glad you did " - Robert Mesmer,
America's Grad Hypnotist direct from Princess Cruise
Lines "With her strong background in event planning,
along with her incredible energy and huge commitment,
this amazing woman has volunteered countless hours
coordinating these very successful, safe and fun filled
nights for the kids. Linda has established the "After-Grad"
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Template for new parent organizers, not just for Parkland
Secondary, but for other high schools to learn from her
talents and her experience. I hope her strong commitment
for the positive and safe After-Grad goes on for years to
come." - Heather McAughtrie, Catering and Conference
Manager, UVic Students' Society, University of Victoria
About the Author - LINDA HUNTER Linda Hunter has
over 20 years of conference and event planning
experience, and has successfully produced five
unforgettable After-Grad events for Parkland Secondary
School, including the founding event in 2006. Linda lives
in Sidney, British Columbia where she shares her heart
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and her home with her husband, 3 grown children and her
mother, and where she remains open to possibility and
dedicated to service. Her hope for all high school
graduates is that they will embrace a safe dry After-Grad
event so that their graduation really can be the time of
their life and not the end of their lifetime.
Traces the spread of news and information through
formal and informal means from the development of
printing through the use of social media, including
pamphlets, letters, telegrams, radio, news photography,
and television.
Are you looking for a journey that will take you through
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this amazing obok, along with funny comments and a
word puzzle? Then this book is for you. Whether you are
looking at this book for curiosity, choices, options, or just
for fun; this book fits any criteria. Writing this book did
not happen quickly. It is thorough look at accuracy and
foundation before the book was even started. This book
was created to inform, entertain and maybe even test your
knowledge. By the time you finish reading this book you
will want to share it with others.
How to Become the Person Everyone Remembers and No
One Can Resist
Season, Unforgettable
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His Unforgettable Fiancee
An Unforgettable Christmas
A Son, a Mother, and the Lessons of a Lifetime
Through reading the early work of Walter
Benjamin - up to and including the
Trauerspiel book, Monad Rrenban brings
forth a cohesive conception of the wild,
unforgettable form, philosophy, as inherent in
everything. Somewhat on the basis of existing
philosophemes of Western metaphysics,
Benjamin's well-known "esotericism"
performs the transience of constraints of
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meaning. Both the form - free from
duplicitous, authoritarian, and "rational"
meaning - and the practice, of philosophy,
enable production of the philosophical not
only by so-called philosophers but also
conceivably by everything - including art,
poetry, and literature. In life and death,
Walter Benjamin has and had the status of
exile from departmental philosophy.
Especially from Benjamin's early work,
however, Monad Rrenban is able to elicit the
force of the form, philosophy. Distinct in its
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analysis and depth of analysis, Wild,
Unforgettable Philosophy in Early Works of
Walter Benjamin elaborates the wild,
unforgettable form - philosophy - in relation
to language, the discipline and the practice of
philosophy, criticism, and the politics of
death.
Art historian Maya is stirred by the funeral of
a woman she knew as a teenager to retrieve
memories of long-buried secrets from a past
haunted by her mother's and grandmother's
experience in the Nazi camps.
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It all seemed so picture-perfect. It was a
typical fall evening in Woonsocket, Rhode
Island, in 1965 when John Gouin, a twelveyear-old boy with big dreams came home
from football practice and sat down at the
dinner table with his mother. But when the
front door slammed loudly shut, John and his
mother anticipated the worst. His father was
a man lost within his own anger. In his
compelling memoir, An Unforgettable Salute,
Gouin chronicles his lifelong battle to please
his alcoholic father, his attempts to stop the
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physical abuse, and his journey to
psychological and spiritual healing that
eventually culminated in a heartwarming
final exchange with his gravely ill father.
After describing a childhood during which he
was physically beaten and emotionally
scarred, Gouin details his dream of playing in
the NFL, which lasted until a devastating
injury ended his football career. After
struggling to find his calling, Gouin
eventually joined the army, where he had a
life changing experience with God paving the
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road for him to leave a life of violence. The
military taught him self-discipline and the
necessary leadership skills that later guided
him to achieve professional success as a
podiatric surgeon, a Colonel in the U.S. Army
Reserves and a husband and father. An
Unforgettable Salute is the true story of one
man who rose from the silent side of abuse to
achieve healing, happiness, success, and
most of all, peace.
An Unforgettable After-Grad
Telephone Collection Guide
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Football's Unforgettable Games
Unforgettable Islands to Escape to Before
You Die
Make Yourself Unforgettable
Finalist Independent Author Network Book Award
Would you forsake your mother to save the woman you
loved? Season Scrimshaw isn't selling the land her
parents left her when they died, not even to the
gorgeous Rann Brogan who saved her life in the forest.
Especially not after she finds out he was in the woods
surveying her property. Rann's mother, Charlotte, owns
a large land development company. She wants
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Season’s property to put up a strip of luxurious,
lakefront condos and Charlotte always gets what she
wants. She sends Rann on a mission to seal the deal.
To say Rann and his mother have had a normal
mother/son relationship would be a stretch…a big
stretch, but he’s always done her bidding. This time it’s
different. Rann hasn’t been able to get the beautiful
Season out of his mind. While on his mission to secure
the property, he realizes how much Season loves the
land, and…he realizes somewhere along the line,
Season has stolen his heart. He discovers his mother
will go to any length to get what she wants…including
murder. Lives spiral out of control, secrets and lies take
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center stage. Rann is forced to choose between his
mother and the woman he loves. And he’s forced to
become as dangerous and as lethal as Charlotte. Love
a lot of thriller with your romance? Love a lot romance
with your thriller? How about suspense, betrayal and
murder? If so, then Season, Unforgettable is the book
for you. *A stand-alone Contemporary Romantic
Suspense What Reviewers Are Saying "WOW! Diablo
has a great new hit here! You will enjoy this from
beginning to end. This is my honest opinion: I loved this
story and would have loved for it to just kept going. I'm
sure that everyone has read a book that they could
have enjoyed it no matter how long it was. This is one
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of those books." Kayla Sue, Amazon, 5 stars, ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
"Keta Diablo has timed each piece of her romantic
puzzle to perfection. As they begin to fall into place, I
found myself lost in the entanglements of two worlds
colliding, while being warped by evil. Hang on tight;
this ride is full of twists, turns and the power of this
author's imagination. I can definitely say, I never
thought this tale would unfold the way it did, no cookie
cutter writing from this author!" Tome Tender, 5 Stars,
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ "When disaster strikes, it hits hard and no
character sees it coming. The antagonist in the story,
sadly for the main characters, is as smart as they are
bad, so the plan nearly succeeds far too well. I liked the
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story very much, enjoyed the ending, and I hope the
author does another story in this world with the Matt
and Bernadette's story." The Leisure Zone, 4.5 Stars,
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ "I thought it was going to be a normal chase
through fall in love, fight with mom, kind of story, but I
was pleasantly surprised when the story changed.
Loved the twist as it was quite dark, and unexpected,
but worked beautifully for the story. Don't want to give
away too much for those of you yet to read the book. I
enjoyed it." Cashmere, 5 Stars, ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
The book The Unforgettable Experience! reflects
countless memories of how I had to overcome
obstacles through learning how to trust the process of
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God. This book reflects different experiences of how I
had to travel in the same place but the same season,
and even when I have traveled different places, I was
still repeating some of the similar experiences. This
book reflects the different levels of maturity of growth
that I had encountered and experienced through each
journey that I have had with God. The unforgettable
experience will reflect the many times that I have
experienced hearing the voice of God through many
twists, bumps, turns, dead-end roads, self-doubts, and
disappointments that life had to offer me. This book will
reflect every area of my encounter of self-esteem, selfidentify, season of suicide, season of rejection, season
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of brokenness, season of being misunderstood, and
season of the lost. The Unforgettable Experience! is not
just a book that reflects the countless encounters with
my faith but this book reflects the journey of how I
once thought things were impossible that God showed
me that he was the Father of impossibilities and the
Father of possibilities. The Unforgettable Experience!
will speak of the many accounts how having faith in
God had brought me out some of the darkest places in
my walk. Although this was a journey, this book will
empower many that have gone through similar
experiences and going through the now experience
that what I thought was impossible, God took every
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situation in my life that had occur to turn around for my
good. If God could do it for me, the Father can surely
do for you. This book reflects how God was molding me
for purpose, and now I know my full purpose because
of those experiences. What I thought was breaking me
was just making me. What I thought that I could not
overcome, I overcame through faith, transformation,
and trust.
Examines natural and man-made disasters that have
occurred in recent history, including the explosion of
the Hindenburg, the sinking of the Titanic, the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster, and the Dust Bowl.
A Small Town Second Chance Sports Romance
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An Unforgettable Salute
Your Guide to Creating and Operating a Successful AllNight Safe, Dry, Grad Event
Parachuting's Unforgettable Jumps, III
40 Unforgettable Dates with Your Mate
This loving, honest, and heartfelt memoir is a
compelling retelling of Dr. Morales' courtship and
marriage with the woman in his life. Because this
memoir is so honest and deeply narrated, it is far
more interesting than too-often sanitized memoirs of
lives lived. Dr. Morales-Pita makes us feel what real
love means. Citing his own words “to love and to be
loved is a big human achievement.” “In this same
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world full of wars, miseries, terrorist threats, hatred,
and conflict, there is also tenderness. We have to
discover this wonderful feeling in ourselves, our
families, and our friends and to enjoy it as long as
there is life. It would be a good way to comfort us in
times of grief.” This book pursues the objective of
improving couples' love relationships by means of
learning, assimilating and implementing Gladys
Morales' ways of living an exemplary love
relationship for more than forty years under stressful
economic, political, and social environments. This is
a deserved tribute to the woman who inspired this
book. The author — through his narrative —
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transcends an example of a man, who honestly
reveals his thoughts, feelings, and total
transformation under the influence of his
extraordinary wife.
Is this stranger really her husband? For a year,
Samantha has been existing with no memory of her
previous life. But when a dark, stunningly handsome
Italian walks into her life, Sam's past is about to be
revealed… When Sam sees André Visconte, she
faints clean away. Is her body's instinctive response
to him telling her that she's recognized him?
However, there are further shocks in store, the first
of which is André's insistence that he is her
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husband!
"I'm getting a life's lesson about grace from my
mother in the ICU. We never stop learning from our
mothers, do we?" UNFORGETTABLE is a son's
spirited, affecting, and inspiring tribute to his
remarkable mother and the love between parent and
child. When NPR's Scott Simon began tweeting from
his mother's hospital room in July 2013, he didn't
know that his missives would soon spread well
beyond his 1.2 million Twitter followers. Squeezing
the magnitude of his final days with her into
140-character updates, Simon's evocative and
moving meditations spread virally. Over the course
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of a few days, Simon chronicled his mother's death
and reminisced about her life, revealing her humor
and strength, and celebrating familial love.
UNFORGETTABLE, expands on those famous tweets
to create a memoir that is rich, deeply affecting,
heart-wrenching, and exhilarating. His mother was a
glamorous woman of the Mad Men–era; she worked
in nightclubs, modeled, dated mobsters and movie
stars, and was a brave single parent to young Scott
Simon. Spending their last days together in a
hospital ICU, mother and son reflect on their
lifetime's worth of memories, recounting stories
laced with humor and exemplifying resilience.
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UNFORGETTABLE is not only one man's rich and
moving tribute to his mother's colorful life and
graceful death, it is also a powerful portrayal of the
universal bond between mother and child.
Life's Unforgettable Moments
A heartwarming Christmas romance from Hallmark
Publishing
Unforgettable Countryfolk
Unforgettable Places to See Before You Die
Formerly Titled the Falcon's Disciples

He doesn't remember his past, but could she
have a future with him? Angie Lopez, a
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widowed mom, works hard at Singleton’s
Jewelers. Sam Singleton, her often-irritating
boss, hardly does anything besides work. He
doesn’t spend time with friends and family,
even around the holidays. That’s why Angie’s
the one who winds up taking care of him when
a head injury leaves him with amnesia. As
Sam attempts to remember who he is, he
learns about the luxurious but empty life he
leads…and he’s not impressed. Meanwhile,
Angie sees a new side of him as he shares
Christmas traditions with her, her son Pepe,
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and her extended family. Angie shares
touching, emotional moments with Sam. But if
he gets his memories back, what will happen
to her heart? This heartwarming holiday
romance includes a free Hallmark original
recipe for Arroz Con Pollo (Chicken and Rice.)"
These 4 Letters Reflect The Sense Of
Excitement And Interest Of A Foreigner About
The Beginning Of A Women S Organisation Of
National Status In India And In India S
Struggle For Freedom. She Witnessed Few
Aspects Of The 1931 Movement Almost On
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The First Day Of Her Arrival In Bombay When
The Vehicle In Which She Was Travelling Had
To Be Diverted Because Of Satyagrahees
Occupying The Road.
In Forget Her Not, Samantha King is the only
one who knows she doesn’t have it all (unless
you count her mother and sister, which she
doesn’t). When it comes to men, Sam won’t
make time for anything more than a one-night
stand. No commitments, no connections.
Everything changes the morning she wakes
up next to a woman for the first time, except
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Sam can’t actually remember what happened.
But the undeniably gorgeous Mia Rossi isn’t
going to let her ignore the passion they
shared. For Sam, the night she can’t
remember turns out to be impossible to
forget. In Forget Her Never, Abby Dunn knows
there has to be a catch. There always is. But
when a sexy stranger offers a night of fun, she
throws caution to the wind. Kendall Squires is
a fascinating woman who knows just what to
say to get what she wants. That should have
been Abby's clue that Kendall would know
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what not to say, as well, and she shouldn't
have been surprised when she learns Kendall
is married. Abby knows she has to put that
night behind her, but can she ever really
forget a woman like Kendall Squires?
Tahoe Tales of Historic Times & Unforgettable
People
In Early Works of Walter Benjamin
Midlands Reminiscences
U.B.B., Unforgettable Bergen-Belsen
Unforgettable Life’s Journey
"YOU WANT ME TO POSE AS YOUR BRIDE? BEEN
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THERE, DONE THAT—AND I'M NOT DOING IT
AGAIN!" —Kate Stockwell on a shocking "proposal" A
surge of raw emotion rocked Kate Stockwell—her brothers
had enlisted her ex-fiancé to spearhead the search for their
long-lost mother! Years ago, the marriage she and Brett
Larson had planned with such youthful enthusiasm had
been crushed beneath the weight of the Stockwell name. In
an ironic twist, Brett now commanded that Kate play his
bride—a role she'd imagined millions of times. But now her
"groom" was at a distance too dangerous for Kate. For
proximity sparked passion…and a moment in Brett's arms
could reveal her secret longing to rekindle their love, this
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time forever….
From one of the most trusted and bestselling brands in
business training, Make Yourself Unforgettable reveals how
to develop and embody unforgettable qualities so you can
become the effective and desirable colleague and friend
possible. Learn how to develop and embody the ten essential
elements of being unforgettable! What does it really mean to
have class? How do you distinguish yourself from the
crowd and become a successful leader? When should
intuition guide your business decisions? The answers to these
and other important questions can be found in this dynamic
and inspiring guidebook for anyone looking to lead a life of
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greater meaning and influence. In Make Yourself
Unforgettable you can learn the secrets to making a positive,
lasting impression, including: · The six steps to managing
communication problems · The four unexpected stumbling
blocks to ethical behavior and how to avoid them · A new
way to understand and exude confidence · Techniques for
building resiliency and preventing fear · The five key social
skills that identify someone as a class act Once you discover
how you can naturally and effortlessly distinguish yourself,
you’ll quickly find people in all areas of life responding to
you more positively and generously than ever before.
Born and raised in Sierra Leone, author Prince Cumming
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believes each person has a story, and each person can use
their story to make a difference in the lives of others. In
Unforgettable Life’s Journey, he shares the details of his
own life—from growing up in Africa, to completing his
education abroad, and to returning home to try to make a
difference. In this memoir, Cummings narrates the details of
his life, both the positive and negative. He tells how these
experiences taught him an array of lessons, and he discusses
how those have shaped him into the person he is today.
Through his stories, he chronicles his love for his family, his
love for his country, and for his passion for helping others
to succeed in life. A story of persistence and determination,
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Unforgettable Life’s Journey offers insights into one
African boy’s upbringing and gives insight into how he
overcame challenges to live a fruitful and productive life.
The Unforgettable Experience!
Unforgettable Umbria
Memoirs of 29 Old Devotees of Bhagavan Sri Ramana
Maharshi
The True Memoir of an African Child
Wild, Unforgettable Philosophy
Back then, I had it all. Wicked fastball. Killer instinct.
Cocky grin. Full package. (And believe me, I knew how to
score.)My senior year, I was a first round draft pick with a
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two-million-dollar signing bonus. Before I could even
legally buy myself a beer, I made my Major League debut.
Point is, I was invincible.Until one day I wasn't.After
tanking my career-during the World Series, no less-the last
thing I want to do is return to my hometown, where every
jerk in a ball cap has an opinion about what went wrong
with my arm. So when my sister drags me back to town for
her wedding, I vow to get in and out of there as quickly as
possible. Then I run into April Sawyer.In high school we
were just friends, but I'd always wanted her, and I'd never
forgotten her-the red hair, the incredible smile, the crazy,
reckless thing we did in the back of my truck the night we
said goodbye. It's been eighteen years, but one look at her
and I feel like my old self again. I can still make her laugh,
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she can still take me down a notch, and when the chemistry
between us explodes, it's even hotter this time around-and
I don't want it to end.But just when I think I'm ready to let
go of the past and get back in the game, life throws me a
curveball I never saw coming.
Ramana Maharshi, 1879-1950, Hindu spiritual leader.
Having a roommate at elite Waverly Academy means
nightly sleepovers and double the designer wardrobe. But
Callie Vernon never really liked late-night girl talk or
swapping cashmere sweaters with her younger, rosycheeked roomie, Jenny Humphrey. So when Jenny stole her
longtime boyfriend, Easy Walsh, Callie didn't feel that
guilty about turning right around and kissing him behind
Jenny's back. Okay, maybe a little guilty, but it certainly
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didn't stop her from enjoying it. Now, if only Easy would
stop being so irritatingly indecisive and dump Jenny
already! While the two roommates are sharing a boyfriend,
the rest of Dumbarton's residents are sharing their feelings
at the newly founded Women of Waverly club--aka, WOW!
Everyone is totally bonding, revealing their most personal
secrets, and hugging out their past rivalries. But despite
the sharing-is-caring vibe, there are some things these girls
aren't spilling--like who's making special late-night trips to
the crater . . . and with whom. Now it's only a matter of
time before all the newfound girl power explodes into a
massive girl fight. But this battle goes well beyond the ivy
colored brick walls of Dumberton--it's about who will be
Waverly's next It Girl.
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Harlequin Comics
The Voice from Within
A Guide to 100 Masterpieces
An It Girl Novel
Unforgettable Catastrophes
Life is short. Take yourself to places you’ll never forget. We
owe it to ourselves to see as much of this beautiful world as
possible. This is for people that want to see ancient
monuments, extraordinary scenery, endangered wildlife,
inspiring cultures, architecture and art - places that give us
the chance to grow and expand our horizons. Unforgettable
Places to See Before You Die is the first title in an exciting
international bestselling series of books that will help you
search out essential sights and experiences around the world.
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International travel writer and photographer Steve Davey has
drawn on his years of experience in selecting the most
unmissable places to see. Some, such as the Taj Mahal and
the Alhambra, are relatively well-known, but most, such as
the amazing sand dunes of Dead Vlei in the Namib desert,
are very much off the beaten track. All of them, though, can
be visited in a holiday of two weeks or less. Beautifully
illustrated with specially commissioned photographs, this is a
book that will inspire you to think beyond the walls of your
room and truly see the world around you.
A Boston teenager finds a dangerous new identity in this tale
of mystery and intrigue by the author of The Face on the Milk
Carton. After her previous boring, small-town life on a farm, a
seventeen-year-old finds the bustling city of Boston a
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fascinating, wondrous place—until she’s involved in a crime on
the street . . . and loses her memory. She has no pocketbook,
no wallet—nothing to tell her who she is. And now, a total
stranger in an expensive suit claims to be her father. He says
her name is Hope and they live in a posh hotel. Suddenly,
she has a trust fund and a family, including a cousin who acts
as if they’ve known each other forever. The only one who’s
skeptical is gorgeous college student Mitch McKenna. And
when his friend Susan is abducted, the chilling pieces start
falling into place. Now a girl called Hope is the target of a
dangerous international conspiracy. Pursued by ruthless
criminals, she’ll be lucky if she escapes with her life. Caroline
B. Cooney, the bestselling author of the Janie Johnson
series, ratchets up the suspense in this spellbinding story
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you’ll never forget. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Caroline B. Cooney including rare images and
never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
Grace had just retired as a sheriff and was looking forward to
the next stage of her life. But on the night of her last day at
work, a man suffering from amnesia was placed in her
custody. Every time he tried to remember something, his
head pained him—she couldn’t leave him alone. While she
diligently took care of him, her feelings for him began to
warm. Then she found out he was extremely wealthy.
Nevertheless, Grace decided to continue supporting him until
he recovered his memory. She knew their connection would
break once his memory came back, but she couldn’t deny
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herself this time with him…
Your Sad Eyes and Unforgettable Mouth
Unforgettable News Reports
Unforgettable Years
Gladys, My Unforgettable Love
Unforgettable

She Was Seduced By Her Past… Stacy Millman's
search was supposed to lead to her family's
secrets—not to a romantic fantasy! But there was
no avoiding the rugged and oh-so-seductive Derek
Chancelor. His small-town charm quickly captured
her big-city heart. But how would the sexy sheriff
react when he learned
the real reason she'd come
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to town? He Was Seduced By Her Presence… First
the red-haired siren lured him under her spell.
Then she unveiled her hidden agenda—and Derek
found himself caught between love and the law.
There was no way he could help Stacy uncover her
family's secret…without exposing one of his own.
From picnics and day trips to snuggling at home, a
husband-and-wife counseling team offers a variety
of ideas for dates that are not only fun and
romantic, but also help meet spouses' needs and
keep marriages strong. Original.
A well-illustrated inspirational guide to 40 island
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escapes from around the world, each described
over 6 pages of photographs and personable text
with essential travel information and sources.
Her Unforgettable Fiance
100 of the Most Unforgettable Movie Quotes
Skirmishes, Battlefields, and Making Peace with
My Father
of Historic Times & Unforgettable People
The Unforgettable Husband
This testimony, given by one of those
condemned to extermination, is the true story
of a nine-year old Jewish boy, already a
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political prisoner and, at eleven, political
deportee to the Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp in Germany--Back cover.
This manuscript is a collection of short
stories that were originally prepared as part
of a radio program that began in the early
1980’s as a summer informational and
educational program for Tahoe area residents
and visitors. Between 1982 and 1985, the
author presented over a hundred live radio
features about Tahoe’s history and the
environment over Tahoe radio station KTHO.
Lane returned to the radio airways in 1995,
this time with Tahoe radio station KOWLPage 47/50
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AM-1490, and has since broadcast over 3000
radio tales: “Don Lanes Tales of Tahoe.” The
book is a distinctive collection of short
stories about the colorful people, the
characters, the dreamers and schemers that
lived and worked in and around Lake Tahoe and
the Sierras during the pioneer days of the
Gold Rush and during the Comstock
Years...people like Mark Twain, Joaquin
Murrieta, and Lola Montez. It is also a
collection of true stories about the
unheralded pioneer men and women that were in
their own simple way, inspiring. There are
also tales about historic events in our
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region’s diverse history and off-beat tales
about ghosts, bandits and even about true
love. The collection of tales weaves serious
history with light-hearted stories without
editorializing or fictionalizing by the
author, as the emphasis has been on
historical integrity and authenticity. The
stories have been gathered from historical
journals, diaries, museum collections,
archives and history records. The stories are
both entertaining and educational, and
hopefully will provide insight into a time
long past, and provide a greater awareness
and appreciation for the people that have
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been forgotten over the years as time has
passed by.
While trying to pull the town of Hope, Texas,
out of bankruptcy, Jackson Hope must choose
between the life he planned and the woman he
has never been able to forget when she
returns home, determined to save the old
music hall before he tears it down. Original.
Unforgettable Memories
The Unforgettable
Unforgettable Events
The Unforgettable Journey
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